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1. ISTROD~CTION 
THE clrithmt,tic-yt~omerric mean (agm) of positive real numbers a and h is defined to be the 
common limit Xl(u. h) of the sequences (a,) and (h,), where a, = a. h, = b and 
a, =(a,-, + h,-,)lZ h, = J(%-J&t) (1.1) 
with the square root taken positive. The agm was the key to Gauss’s computation ofelliptic 
integrals [X, IO] and its rapid (exponential) convcrgcnce has led to its exploitation in many 
numerical algorithms, in particular for the efhcient computation of n [4]. 
When (1 and h are complex numbers WC have to make a choice of square root at each 
step, and the limit M(cJ, h) dcpcnds on the sequence of choices. Gauss was intcrcstcd in 
dctcrmining the set of all values of Af(u. b) for given a and h, and in the course of his 
investigations discovered “an entirely new field of analysis”, that of theta functions, in 1799 
[X. I I]. In the present article we apply his techniques and results to study the dynamics of 
the 2-valued map (u,_ I, h, _ ,) 4 (u,. h,) from C’ to Cz defined by (1.1). 
We first rcducc dimension by “projcctivising” the map. As multiplication of u, _ , and 
h, _ , by a constant has the effect of multiplying a, and b, by the same constant, WC may pass 
to the quotient zn = u,/b, in which case (I. 1) becomes 
(1.2) 
This WC regard as a 2-valued map from the Riemann sphere to itself. Note that there is 
no loss of information in passing to the quotient z,. From an orbit :0, 2,. zL.. . . , z,,. . . . we 
can recover the values of u, and b,, namely 
b, = b&,. . . Jyl a, = b,:, (1.3) 
where the sequence of square roots is that corresponding to the orbit. 
The map - ..“_, +:” defined by (1.2) is an example of a qdruric correspondence. as 
studied in [7]. that is to say it is a 2-valued map of the form z + w defined by an implicit 
equation y(:. H.) = 0 with y quadratic in each of: and w. We define the uym correspondence 
to bc that given by (1.2). It is the map z 4 w where 
4wf: - (: + I)2 = 0 (1.4) 
The most obvious dynamical features of the agm correspondence arc a (supcr)attractive 
fixed point at 1 and a (supcr)repulsivc fixed point at co. However the overall bchaviour is far 
more intricate than a straightforward flow from source to sink. We can see something of this 
by plotting orbits in single-valued restrictions of the correspondence. If we restrict to the 
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upper half-plane H we obtain a map f :z -, H’ which is single-valued except along the 
discontinuity linef-l(R) and whose inverse/ -’ is single-valued except alongf(R); indeed 
/is an analytic bijection away from these lines. Figure 1 shows computer plots of orbits for 
the upper half-plane restriction. These orbits were started at intervals of 0.02 along the real 
axis and points plotted for X00 iterations. The blank areas are a network of ‘Siegel discs” 
surrounding (neutral) periodic orbits. Note the resemblance to the pictures in [7]. If the 
correspondence is restricted to other half-planes with boundary a straight line through the 
origin we have maps which are single-valued (except on discontinuity lines) but whose 
inverses are no longer single-valued. The restriction to the left-hand half-plane is illustrated 
in Fig. 2. Here orbits were started at intervals of 0.05 along the boundary (the imaginary 
axis). Note that all orbits fall onto the two “Siegel discs” after a finite number of steps. In the 
case of restriction to the right-hand half-plane the picture (not illustrated) is much 
simpler-all orbits are attracted to 1. 
For general quadratic correspondences [7] it seems a hopeless task to try to analyse the 
dynamics in full. The object of the current article is to show that in the very special case of 
the agm correspondence much can be done. The reason is that this correspondence is 
criticallyfitirtire in a very strong sense-all critical points, forward and back, lie on finite 
orbits, indeed together they make up a single full orbit. We shall XC that the structure of the 
critical orbit characterizes the agm correspondence. By removing this orbit and passing to 
the universal cover of the resulting punctured sphere (using theta functions) we lincclrke the 
correspondcncc and rcducc the problem of classifying orbits to group theory and number 
theory. We shall describe some of Gauss’s results as we go along; our reliance on Cox’s very 
roadable account [g] will bc evident. Borwein and Rorwein’s account 143 of the agm and its 
many applications is also recommended, as are those of Almqvist and Dcrndt [I]. and Gray 
[I I]. on its history. 
2. ELLIPTIC INTIXRALS 
We digress briefly to consider Gauss’s use of the agm to compute elliptic integrals [4, S]. 
We shall see later how Gauss’s motivating example of the lemniscate reappears in our 
Fig. I. 
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analysis of the agm correspondence. Gauss was concerned with integrals of the form 
I 
ni 2 
K(k) = (I - k2 sin’ q) - ‘I2 &p 
0
(2.1) 
for real values of k. diptic intcqru1.s oj’rhc jirst kind. 
Such an integral arises, for cxamplc. in the formula for the period p of a pendulum of 
length I!, and amplitude a, 
p = 4(L/q)“2 K(sin r/2) (2.2) 
and also in the formula for the length of the lemniscatc r* = cos 20. which is given by 
(2.3) 
I 
x/4 
= 4 (cos 20) - “2 dO = 4 (2 - sin2 cp)-“2d~ 
0 
= 2,/2~(1/ J2) 
(using the change of variable cos 2U = cost cp). 
In the entry for 30 May 1799 in his mathematical diary, Gauss makes the remarkable 
observation that 1 is equal to 2n/M( J2. I) to II decimal places and predicts that “the 
demonstration of this fact will surely open an entirely new field of analysis” [S, I I]. 
a prediction fully justified by his subsequent work. 
We follow [4] in our discussion of the relationship between elliptic integrals and the 
agm. First rewrite (2.1) in the form 
s x12 K(k) = (cos2 cp + kf2 sin2 q~)-~'~c.fcp 0 (2.4) 
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where k’ = (1 - k2)“2. and consider, equivalently. the integral 
I (a, b) = 
I 
a: 2 
(a2 cos2 cp + b2 sin2 cp)- ’ 2 dq 
0 
The change of variable r = b tan cp yields 
I 
* 
l(a. b) = ((a2 + t2) (b2 + c~))-“~ dt 
0 
and the (by no means obvious) change of variable u = (t - ah/r)/2 now gives us 
LO 
I(a, b) = l/2 
I 
_I, ((a; + u2) (b; + u2))- ‘j2 du 
= Qu,,b,) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
where ut is the arithmetic mean of a and b, and b, is the geometric mean. This is the key 
step. We deduce inductively that for all n 
I(u, h) = f(u,. b,) (2.8) 
Now let M = M(u, b) denote the common limit of a, and b, as n + a. Then 
hm I (un, b,) 
I 
n/2 
= I(M. hf) = M - ’ dfl (2.9) 
n - ii? 0 
= n/ZM 
Thus 
I@, b) = n/2&f (a, h) (2.10) 
and in particular 
K(k) = 7r/2M(k’, 1) (2.1 I) 
which gives, for example, for the length of the lcmniscate 
I= (J2n)/M(l/JZ, I) = 2n/M(I, J2) (2.12) 
This is a very practical formula as the agm of 1 and ,/2 is given to 19 decimal places after 
only 4 iterations of the agm algorithm (1.1) (see [8]). 
An enlightening conceptual explanation of the relationship between elliptic integrals 
and the agm is given in [S]. Here the integrals f(u,, b,) arc interpreted as periods of certain 
elliptic curves E, related by isogenies E,, , + E, of degree 2. 
3. TIIE ACM CORRESPONDENCE 
The agm correspondence (1.4) can be written in the form 
w2 _ (I + a2 
42 
(3.1) 
This is an example of what is called a map of pairs in [7], namely a correspondence of the 
form 
k(w) = h(z) (3.2) 
where h and k are fractional quadratic. 
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In the case of the agm k has critical points 0 and x and h has critical points - 1 and 1. 
It is because all four critical points lie on the real axis that the restriction of the agm to the 
upper half-plane is one to one almost everywhere (see [7]). However the agm has the much 
more remarkable property that all four critical points lie on a common orbit 
Cl--- l-+O+ztJ (3.3) 
Indeed these four points form afill orbit (they have no other images or pre-images). This 
arrangement of critical points characterizes the agm correspondence. 
PROPOSITION 1. lf k(n) = h(z) is a quadratic correspondence with rhr properry that the 
critical points c,, c2 of h and c;, c; of k are all distinct and form a.fitll orbil 
cc, 4 c2 + c; ---, c;a (3.4) 
then the correspondence is conjugate to the agm correspondence ria a fractional linear map cp, 
that is to say the agm correspondence may be written k( (P(W)) = h( q(z)). 
ProoJ Let cp be the Mobius transformation sending I to c,. - 1 to c2 and 0 to c’,. By 
following h by a suitable Mobius transformation $ we may arrange that 
,Jh&) = (<=r (3.5) 
c 
This is because any fractional quadratic is dctcrmincd by its critical points and its values 
at three points (we choose 1/1 to send h(c,) to I. h(c,) to 0 and h(c’,) to 7.). 
We must show that 
Il/ktp(n) = H’* (3.6) 
Write h’ for tJhcp and k’ for $ktp. From the critical orbit (3.4) WC dcducc the following 
equations. 
k’(I) = h’(I) = I (3.7) 
k’( - I) = h’(l) = I 
k’(0) = h’( - I) = 0 
k’( cp - ’ (c;)) = h’(0) = cc1 
k’(cp-‘(c;)) = h’(cp-‘(c;)) 
From the last two equations we have 
cp-‘(c;) = (/I’)_‘(Y_) = % (3.8) 
Thus k’ has critical points 0 and 2. Furthermore from the equations (3.7) we know its 
values at I. 0 and cc so that it is indeed the function w + w’. 
It follows from Proposition 1 and the symmetry of the critical orbit (3.3) that the agm 
correspondence f : : + w is conjugate to its invcrsc f - l: H’ + 2. This can bc seen directly: the 
change of variable 
H’+l -+I 
Q = - 
w-l 
;=I-- (3.9) 
Z- I 
applied to (3.1) yields 
i2 = ((IJ + 1)’ 
401 
(3.10) 
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Thus. writing J’ for the involution 
:+l 
2 4 - 
c-1 
(3.11) 
we have 
and therefore 
where 
f -’ = JYJ’ (3.12) 
f = K’J’ (3.13) 
A-! 
k”(=) =fJ’(=) = (z2 _ l)l;2 (3.14) 
An alternative to (3.13) is given by replacing J’ by the orientation-reversing involution 
J 
z+ 1 
:z+- 
i- 1 
(3.15) 
and K’ by the orientation-reversing map 
K:-(;_,: 1)1,2 (3.16) 
Our motivation for introducing these reverses of orientation is that J and K have 
symr~try lines (lines of fixed points), and that intcrscctions of these lines with their images 
and prc-images give rise to periodic orbits (as in [7]). The symmetry lines of J and K arc 
illustrated in Fig. 3. They arc the circle with ccntre 1 and radius ,/2, and the lcmniscatc 
r2 = 2~0s 20 rcspectivcly (L, and L, in the figure). 
I. The symmetry lines L, and L, are canonical invariants of the correspondence, since 
J’ is the unique Mobius transformation conjugating the agm to its inverse. 
2. K is a rwo-~rrlu~~I inoohion in the sense that K-’ = K as a two-valued map (since 
K(K(,-)) = + 2). It follows that the inverse of KJ as a two-valued map is JK. 
3. The reason that L, turns out to be a lemniscate is that under the double covering 
z + c2 = I the map K co vers the involution I + T/(T - 1). which has fixed point set the circle 
with centre 1 and radius 1. The double cover of a circle through the origin is a lcmniscate. It 
/--\ 
/ \ 
I \ 
\ 
\ 
w- I L2 I \ 
\ A 
‘A_/ / 
Fig. 3. 
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is an intriguing question as to whether there is a direct link between this lemniscate and 
Gauss’s formula (2.1 I) for its length. 
The fixed points of the agm correspondence are cc, 1 and 
- 3 + iJ7 
L,nL,= 8 (3.17) 
More generally, periodic orbits arise from intersections of L, and Lz with certain images 
and pre-images under the agm correspondence /: ; + w. 
Example 
Any LE L, nf- ‘(L,) lies on some orbit of period dividing 2 since 
f(,‘)E L, * KJ(:)c L, 
* K(KJ(z)) = KJ(:) 
* J(z) = U(z) 
5 2 = JAY(z) 
S%z= KJKJ(:) since zcs L2. 
(3.18) 
Here each “K” must bc read “for some branch of K”. For instance if co L, it is only true that 
h’z = z for one of the two values of Kc. The set L, nf-‘(L,) is illustrated in Fig. 4; it is 
made up of two period two orbits {P, P’) and {Q. Q’). 
PROPOSITION 2. (i) For ull inrrym n, posiricw or nqtrfiw. poinfs in L, n/Y L,) or 
L, njn( L2) lk on orbits of pcvGl dicdiny 2n or 2n + I respecfirelp. (ii) I;or ull posiriw 
inteyers n. points in L, nj' -“(I_,) or L, n/ -“(L, ) lie on 0rhil.s of period diciding 2n or 2n + I 
respecliwlg. 
Proo$ This is along the same lines as the example and is left as an exercise. However the 
resdcr is warned that arguments using two-valued involutions are a little more delicate than 
Fig. 4. 
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those for single-valued ones. In particular (ii) does not hold for negative n: for example 
(3 + i,‘7),‘8 is on LL n/(6,) but does not have period dividing 2. 
We will call the orbits constructed in the proof of Proposition 2 symmetric. They may be 
characterized as precisely those periodic orbits which are invariant (as sets) under the 
involution J. It is easily shown that the derivative i of a symmetric periodic orbit satisfies 
“-1 
4 = i [7] and thus that such orbits are neutral. 
E.vample. The fixed points (3.17) have derivative 
(dh/dc),‘(dX-idby) = ( - 3 f iJ7)/4 
which has modulus I. 
(3.19) 
Conjecture. For the agm correspondence all periodic orbits, apart from the fixed 
points I and x. are symmetric. In particular each odd order orbit contains a point of L, 
and each even order orbit contains a point of either f., or L,. 
This conjecture is based on computations of orbits of low period (see Section 6) and 
computer pictures. Further evidence supporting it comes from the fact that any 
non-symmetric periodic orbit P, of derivative < say. has a ‘conjugate orbit’ J(P) which has 
derivative e-l. so that we may expect non-symmetric orbits to arise in attracting/repelling 
pairs: WC show in the next section that the agm correspondence has all periodic orbits 
neutral (cxccpt for the pair consisting of the attractor 1 and repcllor cc). 
f&murk. In [73 WC considcrcd corrcspondcnccs of the form 
(3.20) 
whcrc h dcnotcs /I with its cocflicicnts replaced by their complex conjugates. The agm 
corrcspondcncc can also be written in this form, by applying a coordinate change sending 
J to complex conjugation. In the case of a general correspondence of the form (3.20) there 
appear to be many non-symmetric orbits. For example in [73 when correspondences were 
restricted to domains where thry were almost single-valued, they were seen to behave like 
rational maps, displaying (in the examples considered) at most one attracting cycle but with 
infinitely many repelling cyclrs making up a “Julia set”. 
The blank areas in Fig. 1 are neighbourhoods of periodic orbits. Each point on 
a periodic orbit is surrounded by a domain of linearization (“Siegel disc”) which extends 
until some image meets the boundary of the half plane. There is no obstruction to 
analytically continuing the Siegel disc beyond the boundary, indeed until we reach the 
critical orbit (3.3); these very large Siegel discs can be thought of as lying in the universal 
cover of the punctured Riemann sphere, which we shall examine next. 
4. THE UNIVERSAL COVER 
The punctured sphere C - (0, 1, - 1). obtained by removing the critical orbit (3.3), has 
universal cover the upper half-plane H = {r: Im(r) > 0) c C, with its standard complex 
structure. Each branch of the agm correspondence lifts to a map of the whole of H to H, 
since there is no obstruction to analytic continuation once the critical points have been 
removed. But any holomorphic bijection of H is fractional linear, so we have linearixd our 
(non-linear) correspondence by passing to the universal cover. More generally the same 
argument gives 
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PROPOSI~ON 3. Any criticallyfinite quadratic correspondence lifts to a pair o/fractional 
linear transformations on the upper half-plane H, the unicersal corer of the Riemann sphere 
with the critical orbits removed. 
In the case of the agm correspondence we have the following model [8], essentially due 
to Gauss. Let u denote the projection H 4 C - (0, 1, - l} given by 
u(r) = (P(~V/(q(~)Y (4.1) 
where 
p(s) = f exp (n in* r) ( = B,(r, 0) in Jacobi’s notation) (4.2) 
-P 
q(r) = f ( - 1)” exp (nin*r) ( = 0,(5,0)) 
-* 
The map u (which is I/k’ in the notation of [S]) induces a holomorphic bijection 
H/G-+C - (0.1, - 1) (4.3) 
where G is the group 
G = r,(4) = 
a h 
l- 1 ;a=dslmod4 c d brOmod2, czOmod4 C SL(2. Z) (4.4) 
acting by fractional inear transformations on ff. As G acts freely, H is the universal cover of 
43 - (0. 1. - I]. The region A illustrated in Fig. 5 is a fundamental domain for the action. 
Also illustrated is the etTect of a set of free generators of G, the elements 
(4.5) 
That there is a close link between the O-functions p and y and the agm is evident from the 
relations ([8], (2.8)): 
P(2d2 = (P(T)* + y(r)*)/2 qw2 = pWq(t) (4.6) 
Gauss came very close to giving an explicit description of the set of values of M(a, b) for 
given complex a and b. It is shown in [S] that he had all the ingredients for 
THEOREM. The set oj’ 011 non-zero oalues of M(a, b) is {a/p(r)2; U(T) = a/b}. More 
explicitly, i/a # + b and 101 > lb], write p and I for the ‘simplest’ values of M(a, b) and 
Fig. 5. 
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M(a + b, a - b) respectively; then all non-zero culues ~1’ of M(a, b) are gicen by 
1,‘~’ = d;‘p + ic/i. 
where c and d are arbitrury relutirely prime integers with c E 0 mod 4 and d E 1 mod 4. 
For a proof of this theorem and an account of Gauss’ work see [S]. 
Returning to our analysis of the agm correspondence, we observe that one of its lifts to 
the upper half-plane is evident from (4.6). namely the map 
T + 2T 
To find a lift of the other branch of the agm we 
Standard properties of the &functions p and 4 ([S], 
p(T/(zT + 1))’ = (?T + 
y(T/(zT + 1))’ = - (21 
and hence that 2 --, - z lifts to 
proving 
T+T/(ZT+ 1) 
(4.7) 
must compose with a lift of 2 + - z. 
Lemma 2.6) give 
1 h’(T)’ (4.8) 
+ I)&)* 
(4.9) 
PROPOSITION 4. The usgm ~orrc~spotld1,nc.e lijts lli(l u to the pair of Mijbius tran.+rmations 
(i) T + ZT. (ii) T 4 ?T/(4T + I). 
Thus, as promised by Proposition 3. our (nonlinear) agm correspondence has been 
linearized by removing the critical orbit and passing to the universal cover. 
HPrncrrk. Other lifts can bc obtained by composing with elements of C (covering 
transformations). lndced although we have chosen to regard (i) and (ii) of Proposition 4 as 
lifts of the two branches of the agm. (ii) is in fact just (i) composed with a covering 
transformation; thus the map T + 2~ is a lift of one branch of the agm on certain copies of 
the fundamental domain in the upper half plane and a lift of the other branch on others. 
We can also lift the factorization of the agm into involutions. Each lift is of course only 
unique up to composition with elements of G. but we shall make some canonical choices. 
We lift the involution J to 
and the 2-valued involution K to 
j: T -+ 1125 (4.10) 
!?:r-+ l/? and I !?I: T 4 (2i - 1)/(3i- 2) if Re(r) > 0 RI’: T -( - 2? - 1)/(3? + 2) if Re(r) < 0 (4.11) 
These lifts are chosen so that the fixed point sets of J’. I?, f?’ and I?” are the lines e,, Lz, 
L;, and 2; shown in Fig. 6. The lifts are “canonical” in the sense that they are those 
obtained from J and K on C - (0. I, - I j by cutting along the real axis from - Q) to + 1, 
identifying with A, and analytically continuing. Observe that the lemniscate of Fig. 3 has 
been cut open to form a union of arcs of circles in Fig. 6. The following dictionary may be 
helpful for passing from the z-plane to the r-plane and vice versa. 
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Fig. 6 
The lifts (4.10) and (4.1 I) give us the following slight variant of Proposition 4: 
PROPOSITION 4’. The uym correspondence lijis cia u to the puir of mups 
(9 5 -+ kJ (r) = 2s 
(ii) T -+ 
M(r) = (lr - 2)/(45 - 3) if Rc(s) > 0 
k”J(r) = ( - 2s - 2)/(4s + 3) if Re(r) < 0 
A=[: ;] B=[i I;] *I=[ -4’ -;I (4.13) 
Thus the maps of Proposition 4’ are T -B Ar, T + BT and T -+ B’t. Note that B and B’ arc 
elliptic, with lixcd points (5 + i,/7)/8 and ( - 5 + iJ7)/X respcctivcly. These arc the lifts of 
the fixed points (3.17). 
We make USC of the universal cover to prove the following result, promised earlier. 
~UOPOSI~rION 5. Every periodic orbit of the aym correspondence is neutrd (thut is to suy 
bus drrirurioe of modulus I). upart from the jxed points I und 0~;. 
Proi/: Let I:,, . . . , zn = z. } be a repelling periodic orbit (other than co), and let F, 
defined on a neighbourhood of -_“, be the branch off” sending co to itself. Choose a lift T,, of 
:0 to the universal cover H of Q: - (0, 1, - I j let U be a neighbourhood of TV, and lift F to 
a map F: V -+ H such that F(T,) = TV. There is no obstruction to analytically continuing F’ 
to a map H -. H (indeed it is just a fractional linear map), but by Schwarz’s Lemma such an 
analytic map cannot have an expanding fixed point, so we have a contradiction. To show 
there is no attracting periodic orbit we apply the same argument to f -‘. 
COROLLARY. Erery periodic orbit of rhe aym (other than I und cc) has derioatice of the 
form e ‘*” nifh II irrulionul. 
ProoJ For any n the number of periodic points of period dividing n is at most 2”+‘, 
since they are the solutions of a polynomial equation of exactly this degree. If a period 
no point had derivative eZnipq then f mq would have derivative I there and would lift to the 
identity on If. implying the existence of an infinite number of points of period dividing mq. 
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&murk. The Proposition and Corollary apply to any critically finite correspondence, 
that is to say for such a correspondence all attracting or repelling orbits contain critical 
points and all neutral periodic orbits have derivative e2“’ with 0 irrational. 
We shall return to the problem of classifying the periodic orbits of the agm in Section 6. 
Meanwhile we explore how the universal cover can be used to obtain descriptions of spaces 
of orbits of various kinds. We find interesting links with the theory of iterated polynomial 
maps [2,9]. 
5. SPACES OF ORBITS 
Let S denote the set of alljorward orbits of the agm correspondencej; that is to say 
S = ((zO, 2,. . . . , :j,. . . ): Zj+, is a value off(zj) for each il (5.1) 
The reason for introducing this space is that the mapfbecomes single-valued on S. being 
just the shift (q,, :, , . . . ) + (2,. z2,. . . ). We give S the product topology. 
The key to analysing S is the following result (and its Corollary, which is implicit in [S]). 
PROFOSITION 6. 7%r inrerse, f - ‘, of the aym correspondence lifts viu u to the pair of mups 
7 -+ s/2. 5 + r/2 + I. 
Prooj: By Proposition 4, T + r/2 is one lift off - ‘. However for any given w the two 
values off - ’ (w) arc rclatcd by z2 = I /z, . As z --, l/z lifts to 5 + T + I the result follows. 
COROLLARY. Giwn an)t finite segment of orbit zO . . . :” in Iho :-plune, thrre exists 
u cuncmicul lift IO ‘I, . . . T” in the r-plune such Ihut T,EA, - 1 < Rr(r,) < I /or euch i. und 
euclt T, + TI + I is given by r -4 25 (module 2). 
Proo$ Lift zn to 5,~ A. There is only one lift unless ?‘n lies on a boundary of A, in which 
case choose the value that lies on one of the arcs marked a, p and y in Fig. 5. Now lift :“_, to 
whichever of 5,/2. r,/2 + 1 (modulo 2) maps by u to z,_ L. (We know that one of them does, 
by the Proposition.) Call this lift T”_, and repeat the procedure. 
In the z-plane a natural way to distinguish the two values of the agm correspondence 
(1.2) is to label them as right and le/ according to the half-plane in which they lie. There is 
an ambiguity when both values lie on the imaginary axis, but this need not cause serious 
problems. 
If we now look at the r-plane, we see that on A, the map A is a lift of the right map and 
B a lift of the lefi (where A and B are as defined in (4.13), in particular A is the map 5 4 2s). 
However on crossing certain of the boundaries of A the maps switch roles. In the z-plane the 
branches exchange left and right labels when the values cross the imaginary axis, that is to 
say when 2 crosses the negative part of the real axis. This corresponds to the lower boundary 
of A (Fig. 5). Hence A and B have their roles of right and left interchanged by /I and 7 but not 
by z. Both ‘right/left’ and ‘A/B’ distinctions will be useful in the descriptions that follow. 
Let S’denote the subspace of S consisting of good orbits in the sense of [8]. that is to say 
orbits which take only right values after a finite number of steps (orbits converging to the 
attractor : = I). Let D denote the open unit disc in C. 
PROPOSITION 7. There exist holomorphic bijections 
(Se, shift)++(H/(r 51 T + 2), T + 25)++(D, C+ c2) 
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Prooj: Given an orbit in Ss, let n be such that ci is right for all j 2 n but /e/i for zn_ I (or 
else n = 0). Lift the finite orbit segment c,,, . . . , zn canonically to re,, . . , 5, using the 
Corollary to Proposition 6. Then for j < n the shift map zj -+ cl+, corresponds to r -* 2r by 
construction, and for j z n it corresponds to r + 25 since this is the right value for r E A and 
since SEA implies 2r~A (modulo 2). This establishes the first bijection in the Proposition. 
The second bijection is given by the exponential map sending x to 0 and (r -+ 25) to 
(;+;‘). 
Rtpmarks 
1. We remark that another way to express this is to filter Sg by S”, consisting of orbits 
(zj) with :j right for all j 2 n. and filter G by subgroups G” consisting of matrices whose 
bottom left entry c is congruent to 0 mod 2”+‘. One can then exhibit bijections 
S”w H/G” (5.2) 
which in the limit give the bijection in the Proposition. 
2. Proposition 7 allows one to interpret the multivalued function M(a, b) as 
a single-valued function on Sg, namely T 4 a/p(r)‘, where T is the lift of a/h corresponding 
to the sequence of choices of square root made. Any sequence which is not good gives 
M(tr. h) = 0. 
3. The bijection induced by u goesjiom the model (D, C + C2) to the space in which we 
are intercstcd (S@, shift). We can adapt the conjugacy function introduced by Douady and 
Hubbard [9J to give a map in the opposite direction. Consider orbits of the agm. in the 
:-plane. which start near z = I and are attracted directly to it. Such orbits ‘look like’ orbits 
of ; + ;‘. To make this precise, set 
h(z) = lim (f”(r) - 1)“2” (5.3) 
n- D 
(where/is the righr branch of the agm). It can then be shown by the methods of [93 that 
h conjugutesf to < + iz, that is to say 
.? -1: h(z) 
(5.4) 
commutes. There is no obstruction to analytically continuing h to the whole of S”. In [9] 
this is the method used to obtain a conjugacy h on the complement of the filled-in “Julia set” 
for a quadratic polynomial fi In that case a formula for the inverse to h would be very useful, 
giving for example the explict position of the “Julia set”. In our case u provides a formula, 
but of course we already know the “Julia set”, namely the critical orbit. 
Characterizations of several other orbit spaces follow easily from Proposition 7. For 
example. let S: denote the doubly infinite orbits going from the repeller to the attractor, 
that is 
s; = {( . . .,i7_1,zo.: I,‘.. ); Zj + I =/(:,) for all j. 
z,-+lasn-rm andz,+co asn-,-cc} (5.5) 
Let 0’ denote the Z-cover of D. branched at 0, so that points of 0’ have arguments in 
R rather than in R/Zn. In 0’ “square root” has a canonical meaning. namely that given by 
halving the argument. Then 
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COROLLARY 1. There ure holomorphic hijections 
(S:, + shift. - shift)++ (H, T -+ 2s. 5 -. r,‘?) ++ (6, ; -* ;‘. ; -+ .‘;) 
As a second example. let Sz,,, denote orbits (forward and back), attracted to I as n + x, 
but unrestricted as n -+ - x. We obtain a model for this space by taking the 2-adic limit 
^ 
HZ = lim ( 4 kf,'(T - T + 8)- H.'(T - T + d)-* ff,'(T - 5 + 2)) (5.6) 
+ 
Let 6: denote the 2-adic branched cover of D (tibre a Cantor set. the 2-adic completion of Z) 
defined by 
o^,=lim(...~d/(O ze+grc)~~i’(U-O+4n)~~/(O~O+Zn)) (5.7) 
c 
Specifying a point of d2 is equivalent to specifying the argument modulo Zn. 4~. 87~. . . . 
Again “square root” has a canonical meaning. 
COROLLARY 2. Thtw urtl holomorphic tCjection.s 
(Su4,h. + shift, - shift)+-+(fi2, r -+ Zr, r --, s:Z)++(d2, < -+ ;‘, i -+ J;) 
Ry applying the involution J we can obtain an equally good model for Srh (orbits 
convcrpinp to Y_ for II 4 - x but arbitrary in the forward direction). llowcver there does 
not stem to bc any very &pant model for S::I: as the completions involved do not commute. 
WC can obtain equally natural descriptions of orbit spaces for any critically finite 
corrcspondcncc. by analytic continuation from an attractive periodic orbit, as the only 
obstruction to such continuation is the critical orbit. 
Dcspitc such dcccptivcly simple descriptions of orbit spaces the dynamical bchaviour of 
the agm corrcspondcncc on the Ricmann sphcrc itself is formidably intricate, as WC shall 
now SW from an examination of the periodic orbits. 
6. i’~:RIOI)I<‘ OWIU’I’S 
Any matrix bC’ which is exprcssiblc as a product of copies of A and B and elements of 
G = T?(4), and which is elliptic (that is. has (trace)’ < 4(dcterminant)) gives rise to a peri- 
odic orbit of the agm correspondence. This orbit is given by the solution To of CC’? = T. 
together with the points given by evaluating Won T,, letter by letter. all then projected to the 
z-plane. The real difficulty is to decide which elliptic words W correspond to the same 
:-orbit. The Corollary to Proposition 6 gives one approach to this problem, by converting it 
into a question of number theory. Hcnniart and Mestre [ 121 have an elegant and complete 
number-thcorctic classification of the periodic orbits. 
However it is also of interest to investigate the periodic orbits from the point of view of 
dynamics, in particular to see how they arise as an inevitable consequence of the behaviour 
of the critical orbit. This orbit has the remarkable property that it takes the sink : = 1 back 
to the source : = CC. The words B’ and BAB both lift the critical orbit to the r-plane since 
they map 
a,tI,!2-,1+0 (6.1) 
Thus the effect of A”E” or jl”B,4R (,V large) on any point near to r = #X is to take it back to 
near z (via a point near r = 0). We say that the “orbits” A ’ B and A ’ BALI are homoclinic 
to the sink r = ~1. In any dynamical system a homoclinic orbit gives rise to a whole 
hierarchy of periodic orbits, and the agm is no exception. 
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PROPOSITION 8. Given any integer m and any neiyhbourhood L of x. there exisrs a posi- 
tire integer N, such rhar L’ conrains a fixed point of A5 B'z"' for all N > N,. There is an 
analogous result for A’ B.-l Bz”. 
Proc$ K’e first sketch a topological proof. to show how the homoclinic orbit gives rise 
to periodic points. and then give a straightforward proof by matrix computation. 
For the topological proof. take LJ to be a small disc neighbourhood of x, so that 
I’ = B’r”( L’) is a small neighbourhood of 0. Now by choosing S sufficiently large we can 
ensure that the boundary of .4,‘( l? lies within Lr. and deduce that AVB’xm has a fixed point 
within U (for example foliate U by semicircles. and consider the points on each semicircle 
moved only vertically by ASB’rm: near x these are moved downwards but near the 
boundary of L- they are moved upwards, so at least one such point is fixed). 
For the direct algebraic computation observe that 
1 
_ q.v+ 1 
- 
8m - 7 1 (6.2) 
These have fixed points in the interior of the upper half plane if and only if they are 
elliptic, that is. if and only if (8~1 - 5)’ c ZNcg or (%I - 7)’ < 2.vcJ respectively. It is an 
elementary exercise to compute the fixed points in these casts. 
Further periodic orbits can bs obtained by rcplacinp B by 6’ (that is. rcflcctinp in the 
imaginary axis in the upper half-plant). We shall rcfcr to all thcsc orbits and all period 1 and 
2 orbits as primary periodic orbits. Table I lists all primary periodic orbits of period < 6. 
I. All the primary periodic orbits arc symmetric. tivcry point of f., or L2 whose 
x-coordinate is rational with denominator a power of 2 lies on some primary orbit. (Note 
that thcsc points are dcnsc in L, and L,). 
2. It is an easy conscquencc of the remark above and the fact that periodic orbits have 
dcrivativc an irrational rotation that a dense subset of the z-plane lie on inlcrscctions of 
symmetry lines and hence on periodic orbits. 
3. The only primary periodic orbits of period < 6 which remain in the upper half of the 
:-plane are those corresponding to words W with m = 0. (This is by direct computation of 
the r-orbit to see when it lies in the correct half of the fundamental domain A and its copies.) 
4. Most of the orbits visible in Fig. I are not primary. Indeed any orbit which comes 
close to : = I (r = x) is very difficult to track numerically, precisely because of the 
exponential convergence of the agm algorithm. 
That there are more periodic orbits than just the primary ones is evident from the 
observation made earlier that the number of points of the :-plane lying on orbits of the agm 
of period dividing n is 2” + ‘. It follows by an elementary computation that Table 1. together 
with the fixed points : = I and z = CL, gives us all the orbits of period < 5. but that we are 
missing two orbits of period 5. four orbits of period 6 and increasing numbers of higher 
period orbits. 
The missing period 5 orbits are given by the words 
BABAB = 
-8 6 
1I 1 -12 5 and B’AB’AB’ = [ ;,” - ;] (6.3) 
and contain the points r = (13 + idI 19)/24 and z = ( - 13 + idI 19)/24 respectively. 
From a number theory point of view the appearance of iJI 19 here is not unexpected. We 
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Table I. Primary periodic orblts (of periods 5 6) for the agm correspondence 
Word Cc’ Solulion 
to WC = r 
Symmetry 
point 
period I 2 B= 1; [ 1 S+iJ7 r=-_ 4 8 
period 2 4 -4 
AB= 
[ 1 7+iJl5 4 -3 r=- 8 
and similarly with B’ in place of B. 
period 3 
r= 
- I +iJ3l 
8 
and similarly with B’ in place of B. 
period 4 
ABABz = T= 
- I + 3iJ7 
8 
A@,=[ _I _;] r= -3;iJ55 
AB’ 5 + = I 0 4 
-4 5 
1 T==- iJ39 
R 
and similarly with B’ in place of B. 
period 5 
A’RABz = r= 
- I t iJl27 
8 
A’& = 
0 n 
[ 1 -4 5 
5 + iJlO3 
r=- 
8 
7+iJ79 
I=- 
a 
[ 0 -II 1 - A’flABd 9 + r= iJ47 = 
4 9 8 
and similarly with 8’ in plxc or B. 
period 6 A’BrlBa” m = - I, 0. I. 2 
A’S%” m = - I. 0. I. 2 
and similarly with B’ in place of B. 
rsi’, 
rci’, 
rei’, 
rEi, 
,Ei, 
TEi, 
ret2 
TEi, 
have already observed that every period n point of the agm correspondence on the Riemann 
sphere lifts to a solution ~~ of an equation WT = 5, where W is a word in A. Band elements 
of T,(4). Since W contains a total of n occurrences of A and B we know that it has 
determinant 2”, and hence ~c has the form 
To = 
b+iJD 
2a 
(6.4) 
where D = 2”+’ - (trace W)*. In the case n = 5 the possible values of D are 47,79, 103, 119 
and 127. The class numhu h( - D) of Q( ,/ - D) counts equivalence classes of T of form (6.4) 
up to the action of PSL(2. Z) [3]. and it turns out that counting periodic points of the agm 
on the Riemann sphere is a closely related problem [12]. In particular the number of 
periodic points of the agm with period 5 and discriminant - D (as in (6.4)) is equal to 
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2h( - D). But h( - D) = 5 for each of D = 47, 79. 103 and 127, and h( - 119) = 10 
[3. Table 43. Since we already have two primary orbits, and thus 10 periodic points. for each 
of these values of D (Table I). it is no surprise that the “missing” orbits have D = 119. 
From a dynamical systems point of view the new period 5 orbits arise from traversing 
homoclinic circuits twice before closing up. Whenever we have two primary words. U’and 
U” say, we can find secondar_v periodic orbits with words of the form UX”z” for suitable 
values of m. The new period 5 orbit associated to BABAB arises in this way, with W = BA 
and Mm’ = 8.481. It should be possible to arrange all periodic orbits of the agm (other than 
the attractor and repeller) into a hierarchy of primary, secondary. tertiary, . . . etc. orbits 
derived from the homoclinic “orbits” in this way, but the relationship between dynamical 
and number theoretic classifications of periodic orbits remains very mysterious. 
Remarks 
1. The key to organizing the dynamical hierarchy might be to find a way to assign 
“rotation numbers” to periodic orbits. We would hope to assign rotation numbers of l/2 
and I i3 to the orbits corresponding to BA and BABz respectively and then to assign the 
Farcy mean _i “5 to that corresponding to BABAB. Similar hierarchies of periodic orbits 
have been observed experimentally in other quadratic correspondences C6.73. 
2. The period 5 orbit corresponding to BABAB is symmetric; in particular its lift 
contains the point L, n BA(t;). This lends support to the conjecture (Section 3) that all 
periodic orbits (other than the source and sink) are symmetric. 
Finally in this section on periodic orbits, WC show that it is no coincidence that the 
dcrivativc of the agm at the fixed point t, = ( - 3 + i J7)/8 is( - 3 + i J7)/4. but that this 
is a special case of a more general phenomenon. 
Paot~ost.rtoN 9. Any pcariodic orbit zo. z,. . . . , en = co of the aym on rhr Ritamann sphtw 
(orht-r than rhtlfixed poinrs I and CO) has derioutioe equal to Ihe product 2”:,, . . . :” _ , . 
Proo$ Consider the orbit consisting of zO,. . . , z, followed by values in the right-hand 
half-plane. Let y0 be the lift of z0 which corresponds to this orbit by Proposition 7. This 
orbit lifts to the orbit rO, r, = AT,, . . . , T, = Ah,. . . . . in particular gr, = TV for some 
fl h 
‘= c d [ 1 EC = l-,(4) (6.5) 
and the periodic orbit in the z-plane is represented above in the r-plane by the word 
W = Any, where 
Wr II = ‘f” (6.6) 
By standard properties of the U-functions p and q ([B], Lemma 2.6) we have 
(P(yM = (CT + d) (P(# (6.7) 
for any T. and hence 
(P(Q)* = (CT, + 4 (P(Q)* (6.8) 
Thus the cfTect of traversing z,,. . . . , z,_ 1 is to multiply the agm of a subsequently good 
orbit by I /(CT, + cl). But we already know from the introduction to this paper that the effect 
is to multiply by J(+ . . . zn_ ,). Hence 
I/(cT,+~)= J(z~...z~_~) (6.9) 
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However the derivative of the orbit (in the s-plane and hence in the :-plane) is 
Z”/(cr, + 4’. The result follows. 
COROLLARY. For any periodic orbit zO,. . . , z, = zo. other than thr_fixed points I and x. 
the product oj’the points on the orbit has modulus j:0 z1 . . . z,_,) = 2-” 
Prooj: This is immediate from Propositions 5 and 9. 
7. OTHER CRITICALLY FINITE CORRESPONDESCES 
We adopt the terminology of [7]. so that by a quadratic correspondence we mean 
a two-valued map : + w defined by an equation y(:. w) = 0. where y has the form 
(AZ* + BZ + C)w* + (Dz* + Ez + F)w + (G:* + Hz + J) (7.1) 
with coefficients in C. and by a map of pairs we mean one in which the variables can be 
separated and the correspondence written in the form k(w) = h(:) with h and k fractional 
quadratic. In [7] it was shown that (7.1) is a map of pairs if and only if the 3 x 3 matrix of 
;Gefflcients has determinant zero. 
The special points of a gcncral quadratic corrcspondcnce arc of four types. 
(i) Foruqard critical points. These arc points z where at least one of the two values w is 
stationary, that is to say dH*,‘dz = 0. The value w is then called a critical RJ~JJC. For 
a quadratic correspondence which is not cvcrywherc single-valued (in other words not just 
a rational map w = p(:)/q(z)) a forward critical point is charactcrizcd by the propcrtics that 
it has two distinct images and that at least one of these has a unique prc-image. 
(ii) Btrckn~urd criticul points. As (i) but for the backward map IV -+ Z. 
(iii) Forward doublr points. These are points z where the graph of z --, w consists locally 
of two intersecting complex lines, for example the point 0 for the map 2’ = \v’. For 
a quadratic correspondence which is not everywhere single-valued, and whose inverse is not 
everywhere single-valued, a forward double point is characterized by the properties that it 
has a unique image and that this image has a unique pre-image. 
(iv) Backvurd doublr points. As (iii) but for the backward map HI -+ :. 
Thus for a quadratic correspondence z + w which is not single-valued in either direction 
a point : has unique image w if and only if z is either a forward double point or a backward 
critical value. Note also that the image of a forward double point is necessarily a backward 
double point. For example, in the agm correspondence, with critical orbit 
Cl--- 1 +o-+aJ_t3 (7.2) 
the point - 1 is a forward double point and the point 0 is a backward one. The points 1 
and cc are forward and backward critical respectively. 
We define a correspondence to be critically /inice if the full orbits of all critical and 
double points are finite. We shall call it strongly, critically finite if these full orbits consist 
only of critical and double values, that is to say every point has a unique pre-image or 
a unique image, or both. 
A list, believed to be complete, of strongly critically finite quadratic correspondences i
given in Table 2. In each diagram in the Table, leftmost vertices are sinks and rightmost 
vertices are sources, so we have homoclinic behaviour (except in the first two examples) and 
numerous periodic orbits just as in the case of the agm. In the table we follow the 
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Table 2. The I2 (strongly) critically finltc quadratlc correspondences 
wz -(z + B)zw + zp:’ = 0 (z. p arbitrary) zzw2 - (z + 1).-w + II = 0 (r arbitrary # 0) 
(;*-I)w’-2.-w+2=u (z’ - I)w* + 2.-w + 2 = 0 
5) 6) 
0 m 
-1 
4:wl -(;+ I)* =o 2,-w’ -(z’+ I)=0 
WI + 2f.-’ -:-I)w+l=O Ww’ - 3(322 - I)W + I = 0 
0 n. 0 l -. 
9) _;;;+Jo 
2ja 
10) -1+c- 2, (jl+j+l=O) 0 f 
J 
-I l ,‘ 92 cz ‘t 
t/ t, 
w* - :lw + 2: = 0 ZZWB1 + (:Z -25- 1)H.f I =o 
0 l/(c+2) 
2 c/k + I) 
10 
@ 
I -cfc+Z) 
-c -(c+ I) 
(c + I)?w* + c(c? f 2: + c(c + 2))w 
- c*(z - I)’ - 0 
where c’ + c + I = 0 
12) 
0 I,‘(c+?) 
c*. c (c+ I) 
@ 
I 
--c -(c+ I) 
dc+?) 
(c + I): *w* + c(c? + 2: + c(c + 2)lw - c*(L - I)2 
where c’ + SC + 5 = 0 
= 0 
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convention that double points and their images are joined by double lines. A detailed 
justification of the classification will appear elsewhere. 
Rrmarks 
I. Correspondences 1 and 2 each factorise into two fractional linear maps. Their graphs 
are pairs of spheres and their full orbit spaces are those of subgroups of PSL(Z, C). 
2. Correspondences 3.4 and 5 have graphs a sphere, and correspondences 6 to 12 have 
graphs a torus (in other words an elliptic curve). as can be seen by counting critical values. 
3. Correspondences 5 to 8 are the only “maps of pairs” in the sense of [7]. 
4. The classification is up to conformal conjugacy; thus correspondences 3 to 12 are 
rigid and 1 and 2 give parametrized families. In Proposition I we proved the rigidity of the 
agm as a map of pairs, but it is not difficult to improve this to rigidity as a correspondence, 
and the other examples are similar. 
5. Each of the examples (except I) is rerersihle. that is to say conjugate to its inverse. 
This follows from the‘right-left symmetry of the diagrams. Example I is reversible if and 
onlyif$= 1. 
6. It is possible that the word “strongly”can be dropped. and that the classification is of 
all critically finite quadratic correspondences. 
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